Curriculum Links for Haka Tours
Tour
Haka Tours
Haka Tours is an award winning
tours company that runs a variety
of tours across New Zealand,
including snow tours, adventure
tours and Educational Tours.
As part of the Bay of Islands
Education Network, we offer two
different products; An
Educational Curriculum-focused
tour to the Bay of Islands and a
Transport-only option.
For the Transport-Only option,
this would be a simple journey
from Auckland to Paihia with one
stop for lunch (optional).
As part of our curriculum-focused
option, we aim to provide an
educational journey to the Bay of
Islands for all students,
highlighting their particular
subject with a variety of stops
along the way. We can include
lots of interesting information,
additional perks, such as picnics,
Frisbee on the beach, and a
knowledgeable tour guide for
your journey.
As part of the journey to the Bay
of Islands, Haka Tours can offer
options to tie in with curriculum
course work: we pass through
many varied geographical areas
and can utilise this natural
landscape during Geography and
science based trips.
The natural geographical areas
that we can choose from are as
follows:
Hokianga Harbour
Waiopua Forest
Ruakaka Coast
Whangarei Heads (volcanic)
Goat Island

Tourism

Geography
L1 AS910101
Apply concepts and basic
geographic skills to
demonstrate understanding
of a given environment
L2 AS91240
Demonstrate geographic
understanding of a large
natural environment
L2 AS91243
Apply geography concepts
and skills to demonstrate
understanding of a given
environment

L3 AS 5095
Describe and explain the
interacting natural processes
operating within a geographic
environment (Hokianga
Harbour)
L3 AS 91426
Demonstrate understanding
of how interacting natural
processes shape a New
Zealand geographic
environment (Hokianga)
L3 AS 91429
Demonstrate understanding
of a given environment(s)
through selection and
application of geographic
concepts and skills

History

Sciences

L1 AS90942
Investigate
implications of wave
behaviour for
everyday life
L1 AS90952
Demonstrate
understanding of the
formation of surface
features in New
Zealand
L3 AS91413
Demonstrate
understanding of
processes in the ocean
system

Art

